the bush leaguer

Football Into Second Week
Theta Chi First In Top Ten

With the first weekend of intramural football under our belt we can look forward to a weekend of excellent, highly competitive games as winners face winners, and the weaker teams meet others of their own caliber. Since we now know something of the capabilities of most of the squads we shall try to tell you what you might expect to see this weekend.

Phi Gamma Favor

On Saturday at 1:30 p.m., Phi Gamma plays DU, Student House meets Burton House and Delta Phi faces Psi Sigma Kappa. The first of these games, the Phi Gam-DU battle is pretty easy to forecast ... it should be Phi Gam. Despite their loss to Kappa Sig last week, the Phi Gam are still considered a definite threat to top all the houses. The DU's made it close with the TEP club but they just don't have enough here. It should be an enraged Phi Gam team by twenty-four points. In the other two 1:30 games we pick a pretty good Phi Kappa Sig against the TEP's on the Staff battle. Phi Kappa Sig by a bye last week is reputed to have a strong team. Sigma Phi by two as the TEP's blow up at the Staff's wide open aerial attack and Delta Phi by twelve and a very weak Student House.

Two other games will be played two of which deserve special attention. The two are the Phi Kappa Sigma-Psi Lambda Phi contest and the Chi Phi-Burton Staff battle. Phi Kappa Sigma got a bye last week but is reputed to have a strong team. Sigma Phi won a tough struggle with Sigma Phi Epsilon and features a good passing offense. We don't think the Phi Kappa Sig boys have enough ... Sigma Phi by a 20. In League Three the word is that Chi Phi has a powerhouse. We didn't have a chance to see them in a game last weekend as they drew a bye, but we caught a scrimmage. They look tough, but we like Burton Student House to win this wide open aerial attack and we pick them by six points in an upset. The last battle will be the Delta Tau-Delta Phi Kappa affair. The Delta are one of the most impressive squads -- we've seen so far and may go all the way ... They're too good for a team that just managed to beat Theta Xi. The Delta by 15-18 count.

Phi Lam Faces Theta Chi

Three important games and two very interesting contests are among the many games to be played on Sunday. Perhaps the most important of these is the Pi Lambda Phi-Theta Chi tussle. Theta Chi seems to us to be the class of the league but they just might run more than they can handle in the Pi Lambda's tricky air attack. Air defense seemed to us to be the Theta Chi's most vulnerable spot. We still have to go along with them in a fight that

might turn out to be a slaughter ... either way Theta Chi by a touchdown.

Another important League Four encounter should be the ATO-East Dallas match. ATO has what is probably the strongest line around and a possible championship team. The Easties, who didn't play last week, should come up with a fine outfit. From our vantage point, we've seen all of their scrimmages, they look like the league's sleeper, with their strong point balance. On the strength of their impressive performance in last week's game we'll have to pick ATO by two.

Beta Favor

The third of these "big" games is the Beta Theta Pi-Pi Delta Theta contest. This one ought to decide who the league three titleholder will eventually be. Beta looked good against Phi Kappa Sigma last week and should manage to scrape up over the TEP's. This one will be a squeaker, however, and we hesitated to name a score.

Two other games -- at and below battles that should be decided more than average interest. There's a Good House-SAE end and the UPSY TEP club contests. Good House to Pi Lambda in triple warfare week and are seven to eight week. Still have some normally fine sets: ATO as bad itself. Elbows ... for 1-0. Most rain up in the campus square. We don't think SAE has it yet and pick the Good House to have the edge as an upset. One shutdown should be the difference, but an upset point or two will probably turn the trick.

TEP Narrows in

As everyone knows by now, Kappa Sigma expect the highly-touted Phi Gamma last week and established themselves as one of the school's best squad. TEP just eked out a victory over DU. It looks, on the surface, like a romp for Kappa Sig, but we were somewhat impressed by the TEP boys and think that it may not be as simple as that. Both teams are big and both have potential. We think the TEP's will put up a good fight... but not quite good enough. Kappa Sig by two.
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REFRESHMENTS

A pretty young lady named Joan
Got tired of being alone;
So she took a gin once or twice,
Put some Schaefer on ice.

And now you can't quiet her phone!

Folks who drink for enjoyment prefer

SCHAEFER

"it's real beer!"

THE F. A. M. SCHAEFER BREWING CO., NEW YORK